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INTRODUCTION

INTRO O'^DTION
Victims 01 rriO"b pS3'"cholO:^;3'' p.re euscept ible to the changep
in public opinion. Tliev are getting a new thrill out of the
present discussion of the failure of modern marriage. Thinkers
who are concerned with the present day problems of society
seem much agitated over this failure of modern marriage. As
the past is reviewed they see the once revered mores and tabus
being ignored and disca.rded. No longer does righteous living
seem to prevail for them for there seems to be no adherence
to the conventions and tabus that society has furnished. This
latter group sees nothing in the present situa,tion that may
even be called a straw of hope.
There are others who are being dubbed individualists,
anarchists, and aggressors who still have within them youth's
urge to seek the "more abundant life." For them"this collective,
traditional guidance does not meet all the reauirements ; it is
1
inconsistent; it is often behind the times." This group is
striving for something better. In theirstriving there are
unconventional acts but neither do these nor their preaching
alarm the scientific investigator for he, with keen insight
and scientific research, reviews the "Pageant of Marria.ge"
and sees only evolution.
Havelock Ellis expresses the opinion of the scientific
investigator when he says, "There has been everywhere and
1
1. Popenoe, P., Modern Marriage, Pfeface, p . vi
.
I
always, so far back as we can with certainty go, some accept-
ed pattern whereby the relationship of the sexes has been
more or less closely shaped; and that pattern has everywhere
1
and always been in slow process of change."
Probably Ida Tar\5ell is right when she remarks that
"the mated will lalways] find a corner to themselves where
thqr can sit by their own fire 8.nd rear their own brood. Their
corner may be a flat and not a cottage, their fire may be
a gas log and not a bundle of sticks, their dinner may come
from the corner in cans and be heated and not cooked, the
wife may vote and the husband may give himself a score of
liberties an earlier generation would have frowned upon.
. , . . These are but the fluctuations in ways and expressions
which each succeeding generation surely brings."
"Durable monogamous wedlock is not dependent upon the
perpetuation of the colonial type of home; nor in pair
marriage for life conditioned upon the maintenance of the
patriarchial form of family. A study of the history of
human marriage shows that this institution ha.s in the past
undergone many changes and modifications. Just now another
notable change is in progress. Monogamous wedlock is not
threatened with extinction nor is its durability fatally
impaired; but it is undergoing an essential and wide-reaching
2
adaptation to new life conditions conditions."
1. Ellis, H. "What is Marriage?", Forum, Jan. 1928, Vol.LXXIX
No. 1. p. 2-13
3. Cutler, J.E.
,
"Monogamous Wedlock", Am. Jnum ni nf Snn.
Sept. 1916, p. 226-251.

3At the present time social security seems dependent
upon the monogamic form. "But monogamous marriage also must
evolve, must be adapted to new conditions and ideals, must
be elevated and purified for the protection of motherhood and
the race. 'Human ha.ppiness and human progress are largely
dependent upon the furthering of conditions which will increase
the sum total of marriages founded uoon love and provide a
1
sufficient number of healthy children to perpetuate the race.'"
Man may study the examples :5urnished by the past and
with the use of human reason he can deliberately react in
the most expedient manner. Among both animals and men the
monogamous form of marriage seems always to have been co-
existent with other forms of matriage. Just as the trial and
arror method has been used in other phases of man's life,
work 8.nd progress so it has been used in marriage. ^Vben
monogamous marriage has resulted in the "survival of the
fittest" then that form has been adopted because instinct and
reason seem to have madd it desira.ble. "Usually the man
of mature ex[Derience comes back to the monogamous ideal
with the conviction that in it lies not only oiir salvation but
2
our truest happiness." It seems the most advantageous for
the parents, the child and society.
It is the purpose of this paper to st.:dy monogamy
among animals a.nd men o-f- both primitive and modern times,
with the purpose of discoverilLng the extrinsic and intrinsic
1. Chesser, E. S., Woman. Marriage, and Motherhood
, p. 18
2. Drake, D. Problems of Conduct , p. 311

values and the factors that are for and against it . %en
monogamous marriage is comprehended in its entirety one is
able to hold his position with more certainty as the inevitable
changes occur which in the end will result in something more
satisfactory and beneficial.
<
EVOLUTION OF THE MONOGAMIC FORii OF MARRIAGE.
I
EVOLUTION OF THE MONOGA!.^IC FORM OF MARRIAGE.
"The paternal family and the monogamic marriage have
become a sort of ideal to which men have striven to conform
1
their customs and institutions." To some this ideal is
indicative of a superior race or is characteristic of a
high degree of civilization. History emphasizes the polygamous
tendencies which seem to be inherent in the na.ture of man.
History also discloses monoganious marriages and monogamous
tendencies.
N^ted scholars of the past have contended for and
against a general state of promiscuity. The results of their
research are available for our study. First let us search
for the monogamous tendencies in the animal world and then
for such tendencies in primitive man who, in reality, is
only one step removed from the animal world.
Monogamous tendencies in the animal rorld.
That the various forms of sexual relations have long
existed is not a new discovery. Oilman rema.rks that "monogajny,
the permanent union of one male and one female for reproductive
purposes, is as natural a form of sex-relation as any other,
common to many animals and birds, a resultant of the continued
2
and combined activities of both pa,rents for the same end,"
1. Letourneau, C, The Evolution of Marriage, p. 348.
2. Grilmaji, C, "How Home Conditions React on the Family,"
Am. Journal of Soc. March 1909
,
p . 594
i
6The responses of animals are not influenced by custom,
convention, and tradition hvt rather by the factors that
make for the survival of the sjecies. "Marria.ge end the
family are ba.sed on the hard ex-perience of a,nimals in the
struggle for existence, which forces upon them primarily
the problem of the food supply and the need of a sort of
economic co-o eration which would be more lasting in its
1
results than the mere pairing instincts." Survival of the
species is dependent upon the production and nurture of
offspring which fact can result only when the needs of
food and protection have been supplied. If, then, monogamous
relations exist in the animal world other factors or needs
must have made the responses imperative for existence and
survival
.
When the young come into the world full-grown neither
the father nor the mother need to give them any further
attention. If, however, after the arrival the offspring
demand care and attention and the mother is unable to supply
these in sufficient quanitity then to her labor must be
added the economic assistance of the male. When this
co-operation occurs this life among animals assumes a
correspondence to our conception of family life, that is,
a mother
,
father, and one or more offspring living together
1. Galbraith, A. M., The Family and the New Democracy, p. 18.
i
7with the parents providing for the needs of the offspring
until the progeny has reached ma^turity.
Among the invertebrates little parental care is needed
and thus there is no need for fariily life and much less a.
permanency in sexual rel actions. Some authorities say that
there are evidences of life in pairs among the tortoise
group but we have little about this and their sexual life.
Family life a.s defined is f -und only among the higher
vertebrates. "Although fishes do not show any tendencies
to unite in families there are varieties, the male of T'hich
1
assumes a watchful care over the eggs produced by the female,"
A/Tioigmost birds there is a high development of family
life. Probably the family life of birds more nearly approaches
that of t e human fainily than any found among animals below
man. Some birds remain together longer tha.n the time required
for the raising of the young. "The bird fan.ily is usually
raonogojnic and the ma.rriage lasting Parental affection
ha" reached a. ver}'" high degr.re of development, not only on
the mother's side but also on the f at".'.er ' s . Male and fe:?-ale
help each other to build the nest, the former generally
bringing the materials and the latter doing the work. In
fulfilling the numberless duties of the breeding season both
birds ta.l^e a sha.re. Incuba.t Ion rest principally with the
mother but the fati;er, as a rule, helps his companion talcing
1. cf . Conn, H.W..
"
Social Heredity and Social Evolution.p .139
.
(
8her place \ihen she wants to leave the nest for a moment , or
providing her vvith food and protecting her from every danger.
Finally when the duties of the breeding season are over, and
the result desired is obtained, a period with new duties
commences. During the first few days after the hatching m^st
birds rexely lepve their young- for long snd then only to
procure food for themselves and their family. In cases of
1
great danger both parents defend tlieir offspring."
Family life a.Tiong the mammals is on the whole of en inferi-
or type. Among the lower mamm.als the union is generally of
short duration, perhaos only during a single birt'r • Frequently
among the higher mamm.als a monogamic rela.tion is found, such
as that recorded by Kipling in his story of "Lobo
,
King of
Oarrumpaw .
"
This brief survey has led to the man-like apes who seem
only one step removed from primitive man. Although so^ne are
polygaiT.ous we find also a tendency toward ra nogamy. The young
need much care and attention which derrands that the male and
female unite ti.eir efforts, "The individuals live in family
groups or small parties and to a cetain extent the mating is
2
such tha.t each male has his own female." Since thev associate
in pairs t: eir sexual relations a„re more or less dura.ble.
Association in pairs means a. tendency toward conjugal ajffeet ion
w ich is strengthened by a common interest in the offspring.
The femaJ.e a.ssumes the resrionsibility of caring for the
1. Howard, G.E., A History of Matrimonial Institutions
, p. 95.
2. Conn, H.li7., Social Heredity and Social Evolution
, p. 133,
4(
9offspring while the mple becories the protector and provider.
Their very existence end survival demand not only "biologic
but also economic co-operat ' on . "If such a, relation occurred
among primates it is likely that monogsmy may have been a
1
popular type among early men."
HUMAN MABRIAGE.
Monogaray a/nd -primitive man.
Physical consummation has always constituted real
marriage. Animal marripge hss always been on the purely
physical iilane. Man, beginning with his primitive ancestors,
added to his physical self a moral development and ha.s come
to associa.te with tbe physical a.spect a legal ,mor8.1 , and
spirit aJ. union. In man and animal there ha,s always been
the innate desire to siirvive. Man found from the experience
of life that survival and reproduction brought to marriage
and tie family problems that needed to be solved not biological
ly but intellectually. To attain his goal, namely, survival
of the species, it became increasingly necessary to maintain
a standard of physicaJ. health that would be conducive to
fecundity, to pra.ctice economic co-operation within the fardly,
and to recognize the rights and privileges of other members of
the family.
••There is no reason for t inking that tribal organization
1. Conn, H.W., Social Heredity and Spcigj Evolution
, p. 133.
»
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in primitive times should have differed from those of the
1
present day, in which each man has his special wife,"
Students of the savage life of more recent times h; ve re-
corded for us the results of their research. By comparison
and elimination they ha,;pe also come to certain conclusions
concerning the institution of the family Fmong prim.itive
peoples.
"It is no exaggera.t ion to say that every conceiva.ble form
of human mating has "b^en tried at one time or another, by
2
some part of the human race." Promiscuity, polyga.my nnd
monogajny are outstanding forms.
"Promiscuity represents a sexual union without any
lasting community of mutual interest, a. mere satisfaction of
.
3
passion." Concerning t-:is form Westermarck asserts that we
are not entitled to assume that "promiscuity has ever been the
prevailing form of sexual relation among a single people, far
less that it has constituted a general stage in the social
development of man; and least of all that such a stage formed
4
the starting point of human history."
There are three arguments against a general state of
promiscuity. The first is the zoologic argument which results
from a comparison of the sexual habits and institutions of
animals with the lowest races of men. For survival both
need food and mates, -^ long primitive men the complexity of
1. Galbraith , A.M . ,fhe Family and the New Democracy
, p. 22-S3
.
2
. Popenoe ,P
.
, The Conservation of "che Family , p . 9
.
3. Sbpenoe, P,., Ibid.", p .* 11
4. Galbraith, A. M., Ibid., p. 22-23.
((
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life required not only the labors of the male but also that
of the female pnd other members of the fsinily. "The far.ily
union in which man originally finds himself is not essentially
a human but likewise an animal fact, since that mode of common
social life is found with the greater part of animals and
always among the higher. It is the necessity of reading the
young which gives them a common life for a shorter of longer
duration. Indeed this marri-ige of love and care continues
throughout their whole existence Let it not be asserted
that in man affedtion between the sexes and towards their
offspring. ... is more lasting, for it manifests itself
2
with eq^ial duration between animals and their young."
Starcke is convinced tha.t "the common household in vv'hich
each had a given work to do, and the common interest of^btain-
ing a.nd rearing children w-.re the fo.ndations upon which
marriage was originally built." ^ Tnus we feel that tl.e "pro-
longed union of the sexes is, in some way or other, connected
with parental duties. . . . The tie which joins male and
3
female is a resultant of the law of natural selection."
The development of parental affection and the working of this
law ha,s, in 11 probability, resulted in the survival of the
fittest. It is thus rea.dily concluded that in the animal
' world and in f e life of primitive man the male and female
co-operated for their ovv-n survival and for the survival of
1. Vignoli, cf. Howard, History of Matrimoni al I;^stitutions
,
p. 99-100.
2. Starcke, Primitive Family
, p. 241,268. cf. Howard, op. cit.
p. 100-101.
3. Starcke, lo . cit.
ii
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their offspring.
The second or physiologic argument contends that
"Promiscuous intercourse between the sexes nowadays tends to
patljologic conditions very unfavorable to fecundity.
Infecundity amidst belligerent races imolies weakness and
1
eventually this results in ultiir.ate extinction. A wholly
promiscuous people would have a, tendency toward venereal disease
which would tend to exterminate the population by sterility
or death. If venereal disease were not in existence, the almost
continual pregency of all females, without &ny feeling of
individual responsibility for their care on the part of the
mal-es, vx uld impose .: severe handicap on the tribe; while if
this pregnancy were avoided by ^ibortion, as it is in some
U peoples, disease a,nd sterility would be likely to spread widely.
In any case, the tribe would be at a disadvantage in competing
v;ith any neighbors who had a better social organization, and
v;ould therefore tend to disappear. " 2
The third a,rguraent is the psychologic which "alleges
the universal prevalence of sexual jealousy among all races
3
of men and among quadrupeds." A glance backward over the stream
of time seems to indicate that original man lived in a. small
community with "a sin.g:le wife or if powerful, with several
4
wives, whom he guarded against all otiier men."
There are plenty of evid-^nces tha,t savage and barbarous
1. Maine, H., Early Law and Qustom, y. 204-S05
.
2. Popenoe, P., The Conservation of t'e Far-ily , p . 10
.
3. Howard, op.cit. p.104; of. Westerrrarck
,
op.cit., p. 299-300.
4. Darwin,C, The Descent of Man
,
p. 591; cf. Howard, op. cit.
p. 104.
~
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tribes in all parts of the Forld h.^:ve this tendency toward
jealousy . .Powers in his "Tribes of Cslifornia" says, "if a
married woman la^riong the California Indians] is seen even walking
in the forest with another man than her husbpnd ehe is
chastised by him ^ind aj repetition of the offense is generally
punished by speedy death."
^ouza who lived in Brazil sa3''s, "there are always jealous-
ies among the wives of the polygamous Tupinambas, especially
on the part of the first wife because usually she is older than
1
the others and less gentile."
"^hese citations while n6t exhaustive are suggestive of
the truth of the psychologic argiiraent. Tnis, with the other
two, leads one to fa.vor the argument against a general state
of promiscuity and to conclude with West ermaxck and others that
"there is not a shred of genuine evidence for the notion
that promiscuity ever formed a general staece in the social
2
history of mankind."
ITot promiscuity but polygamy waB found among primitive
peoples. Polyandry^ one form of polygamy, was not practiced
by any Isjge number of people and we eliminate it from our
discussion. Polygyny , however
, was and han been more populs.r.
In the early days of .the race nature Y/as hostile and men found
that it was their task to protect the women and the children.
Unma.rried women v^ere in danger and tlus needed the protection
of men. It required more then one v/oraan to care for the needs
1. of. Howard, op.cit., p. 10frrl66
2. Ibid., p. 167.
(I
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of the man nnd his children end so the possession of several
wives wa.s en economic and physical advantage. In all society
it was the privilege of only a small number to have several
wives. It was only the strongest, "the niost feared, the chiefs,
1
the sorcers^and the priests that could indulge."
Physical power end econoric ability determined who could
have a plurality of wives and this number of a necersity was
possible for a very small group of people. '>i?hile economic
circumstances permitted only the wealthy to be polygamous
it compelled the poor to practice monogajny. '^hus it would seem
that in the midst of these polyga.mous tendencies monogamy
appeared, even though it v/as sometim^es irregular.
Monogamy and polygyny were more prevalent than polyandry
among the ancient Britons, the primitive Arabs, the aborigines
of A erica, the Hottentots, the people of India, Ceylon, Thibet
,
and New Zealand.
Evidence seems to be against "original promiscuity and for
the pairing of or.e man and one vroraan as the typical form of
sexual union from the infancy of the race, and the monoga:r;ous
2
family as the primitive social unit."
Sometimes we com.fort ourselves with the thought of being
a. part of an. advanced civilization or of belonging to a superior
race. The illusion va'iishes when we read that severa^l inferior
raoes -were monogar^ous . There were the Veddahs of the woods of
Ceylon, "so low in intelligence thatthey do not even have names
|Jietourneau,C .1^
.
, The Evolution of Marriage , p. 123.
2. Westerraarck
.
, cf. Gra^lbraith, The Fajr.ily ajid the New Democracy
,
p . 22
,
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for numbers; .... the Kurnais of Australi^rc.ct ice monogejny
in generaJ. althougii it is not obligatory. Certain aborigines
of India, less primitive, nO|doubt , than these very humble
specimens of our species, but still very savage, are elso
monogamous. These are: the Nagas , who are contented to make
their one wife work ver37" hard; the Kisans, who limit themselves
to a single Bife and have not even any concubines; the Pa.dsns,
who set a good exajriple to more than one superior race, for
not only do they blame polygajny and only practice it exception-
ally, but they do not buy their wives, and leave their young
1
people liberty of marrying as they please."
Whatever polygamous practices were found among primitive
peoples were the result of the hostilities of nature and
neighbors. Man used every method of combat possible in order
to realize tne survival of his kind. Monogamous tendencies
appear even alongside of polygamy. There is the favored wife
who has won hor place because of age or priority or perhaps
sentiment. The poor vxe m.onogrrnous ; and raonogamy is the ideal
of many tribes.
Whether or not monogamy is good or bad we find it in
practice among primitive men. There must have been some real
or imagined value in it or else its practice would likely
have been discontinued.
1. of. Letourneau, CM., op. cit . p. 173
(
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Monogamy among the Ea.rly Peoples.
Resea^rch has given to us some information concerning
the family life of some of the ancient peoples. From these
records we learn of the position accorded to women, of the
attitudes towards divorce and remarriage both from the re-
ligious and secular points of view, and of the practices
of the different strata of society. From these facts we are
able to deduce certain conclusions concerning the form of
marriagv^ that was probably approved by the wajorAtx The
present task is to note any of these tendencies that are
apparent in the life of t je early peoples which tend to
favor monogamy.
a. The Babylonians .
"From the few marriage contracts and records tt divorce
that we have which have been studied the conclusion has
been drawn that divorce was not "^common in Babylonia."
Galbraith summarizes the situation among the Babylonians by
saying, "In the marriage contracts o/the Babylonians the
possibility of divorce was always forseen and guarded against
and the very rigor of the conditions proclaims the essentially
monogamous character of the people but they supplemented
2
their fundamentally monogar.ous marriages with concubinage."
1. Barton, Sketch of Semetic Origin^
, p. 45, of. Westermark,
op. cit. p. 307.
2. Gallbraith, A. M. The Family and the New Democracy , p. 35.
t
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"The Code of Hain!r.urabi (2128-1924 B.C.) says, 'Marriages
shall be monogamous although it imooses on t.ie father the
1
duty of raising the children of his concubines " A stud^
of the raerriages among the sovereig;ns of Babylonia shows that
before 2000 B.C. they were monogamous. It can be ccncluded
then thSit t:e people practiced monogamy for the tendency is
for the corri-non people to follow the example set by the ruler
if possible.
b. The Egcyptians .
An ample supply of money, military power end tie sanction
of religion give the individuals vftio possess them freedom and
prestige. This applies to women as well as to men. If, there-
fore, we find v/omen with such possessions we may be sure that
they will use them for the improvem.ent of their family life.
On tiis basis we can study Egyptian women. Concerning
the religious rnd military powers of the Egyptian women we
ha.ve the following from the encienr. writers. "No woma.n
oerform^sacerdotaJ. dtities tovirards a divinity of either sex;
2
the priests of all divinities are men." This elim.ina.tes one
of the factors that m'akes for a high position of their women.
Diodorus tells us thet there v.Te neither monun'^ent s ,nor
writings, nor tra.ditions that make any mention of female
warriors. Any high position that these women may have must
result from their economic power.
1. Hastings, J., Encyclot)edia of Rpligion and Ethics, See
article on Marria.ge.
2. Herodotus, Bk. II, p. 35.

Is5
If any group of women enjoyed economic power it would
have been the upper awl middle class^^sof women. Any tendency
in this direction would be worthy .of note. "Evidently the
organization of property and the laws of succession in Egypt
permitted women to be rich or to become so, and in consequence
1
to domineer over thoir husbands less favored in this respect."
This economic power was probably of grea.ter value than wither
of the other two powers.
"Although several wives may be recorded on a man's tomb
there are few cases of more than one living at the sa,me time
except in largaharems of royal wives and concubines." Eg3rptian
people insist that the Berber races influenced the institutions
of primitive Egypt, Perhaps this fact is that to which
Hobhouse refers when he remarks, "The position of women
gradually improved through Egyptian history and the practice
of polygamy died out," "'JVhile monogajny was the general rule
among the people of Egypt there ws&s no restriction on polygyny
3
and it flourished among the higher classes."
c. The Greeks ,
The producing of a physically superior and pure Greek
race seems to have been the aim of Greek marriage according
to the opinion of most writers on the subject, Galbraith
writes as follows. "One of the great objects of monogamy must
1. Letourneau, C, The Evolution of Marriage , p. 178,
3. of, Hastings, Encyclopedia of Religion and Ethics. Article
on Warri age, ^
3. Herodotus, Bk. II, p. 92,
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have been to keep the Greek race pure, for only Greek children
were admitted to the rights of citizens if they were born of
1
free- born Athenian parents,"
Among the Greeks of the Homeric age divorce was almost
unknown but later it hecair.e an every day event. At first
"larger rights of divorce were conceded to the husband than
2
to the wife." Although public opinion did not approve of
divorce^ women later used it and accepted the loss of freedom
that was accorded to the married woman. When such a separation
occurred it was usually considered a "private mat t^er not
3
under the authority of religion or of the state" but was
in the main dependent on mutual consent
.
"Monogamy was the Hellenic rule, as it was among the
Egyptians
,
(but] unhappily with the legislation of monogamy
4
there was pari-passu the legislation of prostitution."
d. The Romans*
During the first five of six centuries of Roman history
the patriarchal type of family prevailed, the eldest male
of a large kinship being the despotic ruler. Woman under
this system was always under the domination of the male.
Her rights were few. Married life meant more freedom for
her than did single life. But it was to man that all
the benefits of marriage accrued. For him and him alone
1. Galbraith, A. M., The Family and the New Democracy
, p. 38.
2. Goodsell, W. , A History of the Family as a Social and
Educational Instiitut ion
. p . 96
3. Ibid.
,
p . 98
4. Galbraith, Op;0.it;.p. 38.
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was the rio-bt 0"^" divorce. In early ^omsn history divorce
was not uncommon
. it vfas a private matter and a concern of
the family and the individ'ials interested.
Ea.ch of the three types of Roman marripge had its ovm
rule for dissolubilit3'" . Ma.rria.ge by purchase was dissoluble;
marriage betv/een patricians Wc?s at no time indissoluble; and
the usus marriage was private matter requiring neither a
contrrct nor a. ceremony and wpf easily dissolved.
"The monogamic character of marriage was fs.r more
strictly preserved by the early Romans than by the Greeks... .
[gowever] as emiong most peoples of antiquity, concubinage
existed as a recognized institution; but it T"as carefully
1
regulated by the State."
As agricultv.re
,
ind^istry, com--:erce and focicl life
came into the foreground marriage became a social contract.
Then women came to enjoy more freedom and to hove more privileges.
During the late republic "The '.onception of ma,rriage made the
wife the equal of the husband and recognized her right to the
full end free develooment of her x)owers as an indix^idual
2
having responsibilities a.nd privileges." She walked the
streets, went to the theater with the m.en and shared in the
3
banquets." The right 6f divorce also beca.rr^e her privilege*
As time progressed more and more freedom was granted to
1. Goodsell
,
W., op.cit. p. 121.
2. Ibid.
,
p . 134.
3. Letourneau, op. cit. p. 199.
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the individual. ma,rriage msji sought his own happiness.
If marriage did not serve his own ends he dissolved it. W^en
this pra.ctice becajne common signs of weakness in the empire
"became noticeable. %at stability remained resulted from the
refusal to engage in such practices^
,
the "sober, industrious
midlle cla.ss
,
on which the well-being of the nations largely
[depended^'" Although eventually the Roman people carrie to
feel that "to compel an \iiawilling party to remain married was
as unthinkable as to compel an unwilling party to enter
2
marriage." Monogamous marriage was the ideal because it
brought with it the most benefits.
e. The Hindus .
Authorities seem to agree that India practiced monogamy
very early, although perhaps in s. very imperfect form,
"Marriage was a union of a man and woman, for all practical
purposes indiesolukble save by death, and normally monogamic
3
except among the highest strata of society." It was the
privilege of the Brahamins and the rich Kihatriyas to practice
polygamy and concubinage. The masses, however, generally lived
in monogamy.
Though fidelity on the part of both parties to a ma.rriage
was doubtless an ideal, there is abundant evidence throughout
the literature that infidelity on the part of the husband was
1. Goodsell, op. cit. p. 142,
2. Galbraith, op, cit, p,41.
3. Hastings, Encyclopedia of Religion and Ethics, p. 449.
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neither rare nor considered worthy of nora.! cenFure, but for
such action on the part of the woman the punishment was
death,
"With the Orthodoz Hindu marriage is a. religious
1
sacrament which cannot be revoked."
f. The Japanese .
"Old la,ws and customs in Japan forbade multiple marriages,
but not concubinpge. 'Soncubines occupied the position of
relatives in the second degree, and no limitation was made
as to th^rr number. From the tv^elfth centuty on (the Meiji
era) influenced by Christianity, raonQgainy became strong and
by 1882 concubinage ceased to be recognized by la.w, though
2
the long established custom still lingers."
g. The Germans .
We are told that the German conception of marriage had
a great influence on the thinking of the ^ristian Church.
Under the Roman Empire social conditions became very corrupt
and fajnily life was on the wane. It was at this time that
the Germans overran the Roman -^mpire and "impressed their
domestic customs and ideals upon the morally lax ra.ce."
These customs and ideals held that the wife was.helomeet and
a partner. Adultery was an enormous crime that reouired
severe and humilia.ting punishment. Monogamy was customa^ry
1. Westermerck, History of Human Marria.ge
. p. 314.
2. Hastings, op. cit. p. 459.
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except among the nobles who v considered that it was their
right to be polygairious
.
h. The Jewish People , *
Monogamous tendencies among the Jewish people will be
discussed more fully under the heading of Old Testament idea^ls
but a few leading thoughts here may serve as an intrdiduction
to the subject.
"The Hebrews seem to be alone among the Semites in
1
adopting monogsLmy, at least, in general practice." It
may be inferred thpt in the case of childlessness very few
European Jews in the Middle Ages were other than monogamous,
"It must be remembered that in the Jewish vievv the purpose
was not to satisfy the caxnaJ. desires, but to raise up a
family; hence it was not uncommon that a man was permitted
and even urged to ta^ke a second wife when this purpose
was \infulf illed. . . . In the Mohammedan part of Europe, as
well as in the Orient generally, the law of monogajny was not
2
and is not, formally accepted." Since concubinage wa? not
forbidden to God's Chosen People it is not surprising that
is was practiced even though monogamy was the ideal.
^his brief survey of the monogamous tendencies of the
most outstanding peoples of the world leads us to Westermarck'
s
1. Letourneau, op. cit. p. 189.
2. Jewish Encyclopedia , Article on Monogamy.
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conclusion which has no little w€5ight. "Although polygamy
occurs among most existing peoples, and polyandry among
some, monogamy is by fax the irost common form of humrn
marris.ge. It was so among the ancient peoples of whom we
have any direct knowledge. Monogamy is the form which is
generally recognized and permitted. The great majority of
peoples are
,
8.s a. rule, monogamous ajid the pther forms of
marriage are usually modified in t^e direction of monogejny.
We may without hesitation assert that
,
if mankind advances
in the same direction as hitherto, if, consequently ihe
causes to which monogamy in the most progressive societtes
owes its origin continue to operate with a constantly growing
force, if, especially altruism imcreases, and the feeling of
love becomes more refined, more exclusively directed to one,-
the laws of raonoe:amy can never be changed, but must follow
1
much more strictly than they are now."
The foregoing discussion has given prominence to certain
factors that seem to ma.ke for monogamy. The most outstanding,
perhaps, is the economic status of the male. If it is
impossible to support more than one wife then monogamy is
the only recourse. It is only the highest strata of society
that is economically able to support several \vives. If the
women have economic power they do not submit ^o readily to
the domineering of the male. A higher t^qpe of civilization
1. Westermarck
. ,
pp. cit. p. 695, ,
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makes it unnece8saj?3;' for a rmn to have t: e la.bor of several
women ond their offspring. Economic conditions lias much to
do with this practice of monogamy.
•Another factor is woman's status in society, ^en she
rises to a position approaching ec.ielity with the m.Kle she
then ha.s power to make certain demands of the male or to
enjoy the practices that he advocates by his exam.ple. The
male, not wishing his wife to indulge in these practices
because of his jealousy, tends to enter a monogamic relation
with her. Sven where other marriage forms are in pra.ctice
there is a preferred wife or husband which means that that
form is modified toward mionogajmy.
%en the rights of children are recognized then the
a
father and mother tend to unite iny^co-operation that will
give the most to the offspring. As civilization advances
this period of training for the offspring increases in the
number of years and thus the marria.ge tends to be permanent
for a longer period.
There is an evolution of morel, s iritual, ethical, and
aesthetic ideals. These influence conjugal relations. Vnh-ile
sometimes these ideaJLs seem to create anarchistic tendencies
yet for the great mass of thinking individuals they a.re a
stea.dying influence which strengthens the principle of
monogam.y •

BIBLICAL IDEALS
28.
Monog:amy in the Old Testament .
"Therefore shall a man leave his father and his inother,
and shall clea^rS unto his wife; and they shall be one flesh,"
(Gen. 2:34) In this story of Adam and Eve, the first man and
the first woman, we locate the beginning of the Hebrew ideal
of monogamy. This ideal is strengthened in the s^iibry of the
Flood when Jehovah is made to sa,y, "And of every living thing
of all flesh, two of every sort shalt thou bring into the
ark, to keep them alive with thee; they shall be male and
female." (Gen, 6:19) ,
That polygamy existed among the iatriaxchs cannot be
disputed. We may infer, however, that it was frowned upon
because of the evil results that are recorded as following
the second ma.rriage. The story of Samson and Delilah bear
evidence of the evil result of a second marriage .( Judges 15-16)
We infer that David's marriage to Bath-Sheba was frowned
upon because of the lesson taught by Nathan in the"Parable
of the Pet Lamb." David's retribution comes when his child
born of Bath -Sheba is stricken with death.
That monogamy was a ^iblical ideal may be concluded
from the fact tha.t the prophetic imagry shows that the
relation between the ^hosen Pe-^ple and the one God is
analogus to the relation Of one husband and one wife. We
find this expressed by Rosea and also by Jeremiah. In
0(
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Jeremiah 3:14 we read, "Return
,
backsliding children,
saith Jehovah; for I am a husband unto you," and again in
Jeremiah 31:32 "not according to the covenant that I made
with their fathers in the day t -at I took them by the hand
to bring them out of the land of Egypt, which my covenant
they broke, although I was a husband unto them, daith the
Lord Jehovah." We must also includ-^ Isaiah with Hosea and
Jeremiah as m.onogamists.
Although monogamy was not legally enforced some bars to
it ma.y be noted. Gj^ncerning the kings that Jehovgh should
apipoint it is stated in Deuteronomy 17:17 that he should not
multiply his wives unto himself. The high priest must not
take a widow nor div.rced woman nor e. harlot but a virgin
of his own people. (Lev. 21:14)
The Mosaic Law in Exodus 21:10 shows that a man may
take another wife but that does nrt relieve him of the .
responsibility to his first wife. According to the Mosaic
law 3... man could put away his wife without assigning a cause.
(Ex.21: 7-11. Deut. 21:10-15) The procedure for divorce was
to make a written statement of t"e fact. This privilege
origina,lly belonged to the men alone. Later it came to be
a womsji's right. Since the desire had to be stated in writing
it was difficult to obtain a divorce for writing was not & temmaiti
accomplishment at that time.
It would see- that "arrong the poor marriages were probably
I/
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often monogamous, but there was no sentiment against polygamy']
Again the economic, personal a.ni social prestige made it
possible for the rich and oowerful to enjoy large harems.
Although the law tolere.ted polygajny, custom stood higher than
la.w. "The Jewish teachers of the post-exilic period had to
come to recognize that it was not consistent with the spirit
of the original institution, which plainly demanded the union
of one man and one woman in marriage. . . . for the begetting
of legit ii.iate children j it was the rule that there should be
2
only one wife to ne husband." Therefore, after the Babylonian
Exile "monogamy became the ideal of the custom of Jewish
3
married life." It was still the rule ainong the Jews in the
^oman times but of course there v/ere notable exceptions.
As one reads the Old Testament two forms of raarria.ge
other than monogamy stand out prominently. Tliese Ifvro form.s are
concubinagce and the Levirate marriage. In the mind "of the
early Hebrews the purpose of marriage was to raise wo a. family.
When that purpose v'as unfulfilled with the first wife it was
legitimate for him to ta.ke - second wife who woi^ld fulfill
tha.t puroose. Out of i;his need grew concubina.ge which Hastings
defines as "a more or less permanent cohabitation (o^-tside of
the txue marria,ge bond) of a man with a woman, who usually forms
a part of his household, and vrhose position may be tha.t of
1. Hastings, op. cit. Article on Ma-ria.ge.
2. loc . cit.
2 • Jejlish Enoyclppe^d Article on MonogaTiy.
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secondary wives, women bought, a,couired by g-ift or caotured
" 1
'
in war, or domestic slaves." Of such marrie^ges the story of
Abram (Gen.l6),of Jacob (Gen. 30), of Solomon (iKgs. 11:1-3),
and 01 ^avid (2 Sem. 5:13) serve as illustrations, ^ven in
such ma?^riages there wese those who held first piece which in-
dicates a tendency t ward monogajny.
Only in the esse of the Levirate marriage did the
Pentateuch actually ordain a secoad marriEge. The Jewish
Encyclopedia gives this ini ornifit ion concerning the Lev irate
marriage. "It was an obligation resting on -ran to take in
marriage thi childless widow of a d-eceased brother and, 'to
raise up seed to his brother. The Deutronomic law provides
that when brothers live together, if one dies without sons,
the widow shall not ma.rry a. stranger, but that her husband's
brotner shall take her and that the first born p.hfll be reckon-
ed the son oh the dea^d brother and shal succeed to his in-
heritance." [This wa,s probablyj to Deipetuate tne husband's
2
name and to prevent the alienation of the property." (cf . Deut
.
25:5-6). Examples of t e Levitate m.a.rriage in Gen. 38:7-11 and
in the story of f^uth. This form of marriage early fell into
disuse.
"Except for rare cases in co^mtries where Mohajnmedan
law prevails, monogamy is enforced by both law and c^istom
ajnong the Jews, although neither Bible nor Talmud formally
1. Ha.stings, Ibid., Article 'n Concubinage,
2. Jewish Encvclooedia.. Article on Marriage.
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forbids polygamy. Polygamy survived among the Jews in o the
Christian €lra but monogamy was then and thereafter, the
1
general rule."
New Testament Ideals.
Jesus came not to condemn the law but that the law
might be fulfilled. His early training like that of other
Jewish boys gave him insight into Jewish laws and customs.
That he had made his own that part of the Old Testament
that dealt with the marria.ge relation is certain if one reads
the gospels of Matthew, Yark and Luke. Each gives hira credit
for saying, "Male a.nd female made he them. For this
cause Bhall^a man leave his father and his mother and shall
cleave to his wife; and the two shall becrame one flesh; so
that they a,re no more two, but one flesh. What therefore '^od
hath joined together, let no man put asunder." Continuing
he says
,
"^osoever shall put away his wife, and marry
another, committeth adultery against her; and if she herself
put away her husband, and marry another she commdtteth
adultery." (Mk. 10:6-12)
Many have conjectured that this passage reveals the
fact that mutual love is the result of the twain becorr.ing
one flesh. The spiritual, moral, '.ental, and physical union
resulting forms a bond so strong that to break it is
legitimate only in extreme cases. Jesus allowed divorce for
I.Hastings, op. cit. Article on Marriage,
r
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adultery but lie ma.de tlie remarricrge of the divorced a case of
adult er^?-. To Him marriage wa,'^ union of t.-.e sexes so complete
that every kind of extra-raarital relation was absolutely
prohibited
.
Paul, another spokesman of the New Testajnent, is recorded
as saying, "Let not the wife depart from her husband but if s-^e
depart, let her remain unmarried, or bQ reconciled to her
husband; and let not the husband put away his wife."(l^or. 7:
10-11 ) Was it not s monogarr ')us relationship t' at Paul was
advocating? In 1 tira. 3:2,11,12 the church officials such as
bishoos and deacons were advised to maintain the ironogamous
rela.t ionship
.
In all cases women, in Paul's estimation, should be in
submission to their husbands, ti eir purpose being to make it
possible for their husba.nds to be better able to do their
work.(Eph4:22-23; Titus 2:3-5; 1 Pet .3:1-7)
These teachings of the New Testament are the basis on
which the Christian Church has built its doctrines of marriage
and divorce. Human desires and frailties have caused a
juggling of these principles which reminds us that we are
not far different from the traditional Pharisees .
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INFLUENCE OF THE CHRISTIAN CHURCH ON MONOGAMY.
The Roman Catholic Ciiurch .
"It was not necessary for the first Christian teachers
to conderan polygamy, for in the Graeco-Roraan and the Jewis)^-
1
world in their time monogamy was the universal rule." The
Roman law and the German ctistoms have borne perhaps quite as
large a part as the purely theological influence on the
2
Christian conception of marriage."
For a long period of Christian history no religious
ceremony of ajiy kind was deemed "by the Church as necessary
for the validity of marriage. According to the doctrine of
the Church the simple consent of the two parties without any
ceremony constituted a valid marriage. Thus the Christian
Church merely demanded that in the Latin countries the Roman
forms be adhered to with the addition of the priestly bene-
diction and this was likewise the custom in the THutonic
lands where Germans forms were in use. "There was no special
religious marriage service, either in the East or West, earlier
3
than the sixth century."
Up to the thirteenth century "marriage had been a purely
private business transaction Not bjz; law but by a
slow growth of custom, ecclesiastical marriage was esta-blished.
"
1. Hastings, Enecyclopedia of Religion and Ethics . Article on
Marriage.
2. Lecky, W.E.H., Democracy rand Liberty , Vol. II, p. 168.
cf
.
Ellis, H.. 3ex in Relation to Society .p .432
.
3. Lecky, loo. cit.
4. Ibid.

Until the middle of the sixteenth century the Cannon law
upheld the idea ths.t the actual fact of marria.ge is the
actual sexual union accomplished with the intention of
inaugurating a permanent relationship and tha.t it was not the
forms and rites that constituted the essence of marriage but
the mutual consent of the tv;o persons who marry each other.
Grradually the Church came to assume a temporal form.
The Council of Trent was the culminating event. It "made the
celebration of marriage by the priest essential to its validity.
No longer was marriage a private business of the persons
concerned but rather such a orivate marriage was a. sin and
1
almost a, crime." Marriage now became a sacrament wholly within
the domain of the Church and absolutely indissoluable • "It
claimed the right of determining the conditions of its validity
and of varying those conditions by papal dispensations; and
from the period of the Council of Trent it made, as a general
rule, its direct participation essential to the existence of
2
a valid marriage among Catholics."
The arguments for maJking mar iage a sacrament are based
on the vjords of Paul in Ephesians 5:22-23, when he speaks of
the husband and wife as being in the same relationship as
Christ and the ^iTLurch, and from Christ's preachment that the
"twain shall be made one flesh." Separa.tion from such a.
bodily union is an impossibility.
1. Ellis, H., Sex in Relation to Society , p. AT^A,
2. Lecky, W. E. H., op. cit. p. 170.
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"The Council of Trent pronounced adultery not to be a .
justification of divorce and duly consummated marriage to
1
be absolutely indissoluble."... Separation from )Ded and board
under certain circumstances, may be judically pronounced; but
divorce involving the liberty of remarriage is absolutely
2
condemned. No matter what crime a Christian man 6r woman
commits it does not break the matrim.onial chain according to
the teacliing of the Catho" ic faith. Only the death of
either party dissolves marriage. »Vhere there has been mutual
consent and no impediment nor informality, the married
3
person is married for life."
In the Encyclical of February 10, 1880 Leo XIII writes,
"Divorce renders contracts changeal)le; weaJcens the mutual love
of the contracting parties; gives inducements to unfaithfulness;
is injurious to the rearing and education of children; breaks
up domestic rela.tions; dissent ions among families; lessens
and degrades the dignity of woman, who is thus exposed to be
cast off, after having been the slave of man's passions. And
as nothing conduces more to the deFtruction of fcij.'ilies a^nd
the destruction of national power than corruption of morals,
it is easily seem how hostile to the prosperity of the family
and of the State ajre the divorces which sprin: from the corrupt
morals of the people, a^.d as experience teaches, opens the
1. Lecky, W. E. H., Derr-ocracy and Liberty , VolII . p. 170.
2. Ibid,
. ,
p . 193
.
3. Wolfe, A.Bl.
,
Readings in Social Problems, p. 587.
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door and leads the way to greater oublic and private degra-
1 "
'
dation."
The Catholic Church still holds that "marriage is a
union for life. The law does not permit it to a s'jbject
for experirrent or temporary arrarvgeraent , but c fixed and
permanent status to be dissolved onlv by death, or where
2
sta.tues permit, by divorce." The Church has a-lways been
skillful in getting around the problem of divorce by the
granting of annulments.
From the Catholic Encyclopedia, we learn that the
doctrine of that church on divorce may be summed up under
four propositions each of which must be elaborated upon to
be fully understood.
1 . "In Christian ma,rriage which implies the restoration
by Christ Himself, of marriage and its origrinaJL indissolubility ,
there can never be absolute divorce, at least, a.fter the
3
marria.ge has been consummated .
"
Evidently the erapha.sis is on the Ford consummated . From
other sources can be learned to what extent divorce is per-
missible before the consurama,t ion of maxriage. Probably the
distinction lies in distinguishing between nullity and divorce.
Although a legal marriage, recognized b'' the public,has taken
place, real ma.rriage has not occurred unless there has been
a physical union. If there has been no rnarria^ge there can be
no divorce only nullity,
1. Wolfe,A.B., op. cit.p.586.
2» Catholic Encyclopedia.^ Article on Marriage.
3. Ibid., Article on Divorce.
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•"tThen the invalidity of e. marriage is p;blicly known,
official procedure is necessary, and t'.e ecclesiastical
1
process of nullification must be introduced." The decision
of the ecclesia.stical body is based on impediments such -as
"fear or violence, of impotence on the part of the other not
fully established, ajid the failure to comoly with some fixed
2
condition." Thus not private conviction but ecclesiastical
judgrent renders the ^ecisioti of invalidity.
3 ." Non-Qhristian divorce can be dissolved by absolute
3
divorcer under certain cmrcumstances in fav-r of the Faith. "
The Church reserves the rierht to interpret as the occasion
demands the Pauline principle found in 1. Cor. 7:12-15. The
important clause being, "If the unbelieving departeth let him
depart; the brother or. the sister is not under bondage in
such cases."
"Papal authority ca: allow in favor of the Fa'th the
dissolution of a marria.ge contrrcted in infidelity. The
dissolution of the ma.rriage that was contracted before
Conversion is not effected by the separation of the niarn'ied
parties, but only when a new marriage is contracted by the
Christian party because of this privilege
The manner of obtaining this right to enter upon a new marriage
is fixed b"/ the Church under the penalty of invalidity/, and
consists in a demand made of the non-Christ ip.n -oBXtj whether
he or she be willing to live viiVa tLe other in peace or not.
l.Qa.tholic Encvlopedia . Article on Divorce.
2* loc. cit.
3 . loc . ci t
.
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. ... If the spouse t at remai is in iniidelity agrees to
live in peace, b:it later acts to the contrary. ... by abusing
the Ctiristian religion or tempting the Christian to infidelity,
or preventing the c" ildren from being educated in the Christian
Faitti etc the latter regains the rigiit to pr-^ceed to
1
a new marriage after any lapse of time."
3. " Chr i stian marriage before consummation can be
dissolved by solemn profession in a religious order or by
paoal authority .
"After a lawfully accorded absent affecting the present,
it is allowed to one of the parties, even against the will
of the other, to choose a monastery-provided that carnal
intercourse shall not have taken place between them; it is
S
allowed to the one r/ho is left to proceed to a second marria.ge."
4. "5epa.rat ion from bed and board is alio- ed for
vari ous causes, esuecially in cases of adultery, or lapse into
infidelity or heresy on the pa.rt of the husband or Vv^ife.
^he Church fortified itself in its oosition b^ a
declaration made at the Council of Trent^ "If anyone shall
say that the Church errs when she, for many ca'':ses, decrees a
separation of husband and v/ife in res"oect to bed and dwelling-
3
place for a definite or indefinite period; let him. be anathema."
An explanation of this-proposit ion widens its scope,
a. In the case of adultery on the part of one oa.rty
perpetual cessation of complete com:T;unity life is perm.itted.
1. Catholic Encyclopedia , Article on Divorce.
2. Ibid.
3. IQid.
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If proof cp.nnot be given the right of sep&ration is left to
ecclesiastical authority. The innocent part'^ is allowed to
rdlrnarry only after the death of the other s^-ouse.
b. In the ca.se of "Defection from Faith v/hether by
1
rejection of Christianity or by heresy"separation from bed and
board is all wed,
c. It is also allo' ed when the soul and body i? in
danger, (l) Dangers to the body are defined as: "Plotting
against one's life, ill treatment which in the circumstances
should be regarded as gross, well-grounded fear of dangerous
2
contagion, insanity, serious and constant Quarrelling."
(2) Dangers to the s ul are: "temptation to mortal sin either
to the denia.l of the Catholic Fi^^ith or neglect of proper
3
education of children, etc."
From this explanation of the Catholic doctrine of divorce
and also its system of annulments one concludes that the ideal
of the Church is Tfionogemy but for those who have moral
courage and axe not afraid of anathema there is relief from
the marriage bond. The right tc re-ioa.rry is also a privilege
comparatively easy to obtain. For a divorce a certain legal
procedure is required by the Sta.te and the ^hurch does not
frequently with-hold its approval of Sta.te action,
1. Ca.tholic Encyclopedia , Article on Divorce.
2 . loc . cit
.
3. loc. cit.
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The Protestant Church.
With the beginning df the Reformation, marriage, like
all other functions that had been controlled by the Catholic
Church, came as a problem to the reformers. Whether or not
they should consider marriage a sacrament and indissoluble
was the important question. Control by the church might
seem to them to be an in^fringement on personal rights.
The outstsnding reformers had their own conception of
what constituted a just glround for diwotce. The ScriptT^res
decreed that adultery was a just ground and of course that
must be held. Cruelty and refusal of conjugal duty came to
be considered a just cause. Luther felt tha.t theft, frequent
quarreling, too long absence or injfact any sin was a suitable
r-^ason. Calvin, however, felt that the Scriptural basis was
sufficient. Bucer of England also included as a reason, the
disa,greeableness of a wife. Practically all of the "Continental
reformers appear to sanction the rejnarriage of the innocent
1
man or woman without any delay or other condition."
"In most Protestant countries the strong feeling that
marriage should be indissoluble and a religious contract
2
maintained the old Catholic conception. Marriage^eased to
be a sacrament in the magical sense and becajne one in the
ethical sense, [that isl, a union between two free and resoonsible
3
persons in which the equal rights of both are maintained."
1. Wolfe, op. cit. p. 597.
2. Lecky, op. cit. p. 174 Vo\^^<
3. Hobhouse, L.J., Morals in Evolution
. p.^Vfcf. Chesser, op.cit.
(
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One would hardly expect that Henry VIII '^ould advocate
a law pronouncing "full and perfect marriage to be indissolulpld.%,!!!
"but such was the case, "During the Commonwealth marriages
were purely civil, being celebrated by justices of peace.
2
Divorce, even in cases of adultery, was not permitted." In
the reign of Edward VI a commission of thirty-two learned men,
.... was appointed .... to make a reformation of the
ecclesiastical law, and it W38 agreed awong other things,
that divorce should be permitted in cases of adultery, desertion,
long absence, capital enemities where either party was in
has^ard of life, and the 'constant perverseness or fierceness
of a husband to his wife. . . . Divorce, even in the case of
adultery, was net admitted by la.w but special Acts of Parliajnent
3
granted it in particular cases."
"The Marriage Act of 1753 completely reorganized the
English law of marria.ge. It recognized the religious character
of marriage and made the religious ceremony necessary forjits
validity. It placed it very directly under the authority
4
of the Church." It was the ^ouncil of Trent for the Anglican
Church although it wa.s the work of the laity rather than the
priesthood.
"The Protestant and Greek ^burch have never condemned
divorce in the same unqualified manner as the Roman '^hurch.
1. Lecky, op. cit. p. 174.
2. loc . cit.
3. Lecky, op. cit. p. 175-176.
4. loc. cit.
5. Lecky, op. cit. p. 200.
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Nearly all of the reformers admitted it for adultery and
1
malicious desertion and many of them on several other grounds."
An act was passed in 1857 which permitted either party to a
divorce to maxry again, "but in order to conciliate the Anglican
clergy the Act provides that no clergyrosn of the 'United Church
of England and Ireland' may be compelled to solemnize the marria.ge
of a divorced person, although he ca.nnot legally prevent a.
clergyman of the same communion from using his church or chapel
2
for such a purpose."
More and more in the Protestant mind marriage was considered
a civil function rather than a sacrannent. The spirit of
Puritanism cajiie to insist that it, was a thing which concerned
the individ-ual alone and it was the individual tha.t should be
the supreme judge. "The New England colonists did not hesitate
to go counter to English law and practice in regard to the
dissolution of marria.ge as a. civil function and ir^endowing the
legislative body with full rights in respect to such dissolutions."
The theory that marria.ge could be dissolved by a civil court
because it was a civil contract was a doctrine of both Lutherans
and Oalvinists. "The English Church had not assented to it;
and therefore, wherever this Church gained even a doubtful
prima.cy in the colonies, the narrow tenets of the Anglican
4
communion respecting marriage and divorce were made binding."
Each year ha.s brought and is bringing a multiplication of
causes for which the marriage bond may be dissolved. When
1. Lecky, op. cit, p. 300.
2. Groodsell, W., History of the Family as a Social and Educational
Institution
, p. 447.
3. Ibid, p. 379. 4. Ibid. p. 381.
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Protestantism ma,de marriage a civil affeAr and dissoluble
granting the innocent man or woman the right to remarry it
then put into the hands of the fickle and unethical such
freedom as would -irend to make monogamy less popular, A sane
view will come after individuals ha.ve made re-adjustments.
In the meantime many are desiring that the church advocate
and uphold the ideal of monogajnous marria.ge as the one to
be attained . If, however, soir.e fail they desire the Church
to be lenient enough to make possible a way out.

4^
THE INFLUEIJCE OF THE STATE.
"The permission of divorce is closely connected with toe
introduction of civil marriage but it does not follow strictly
*^ivil marriage has sometimes existed without the permission
of divorce and divorce has sorKetimes been permitted in countri
1
where marriage has been strictly religious." "^Ithough the
Catholic *^hurch claimed complete control over the conditions
of marriage they recognized that the civil conseauences were
within the jurisdiction of the Sta.te.
With the ai'ival of th? Protestant non-conformists there
came a dislike for ecclesiastical marriage and cmstoms for
they savored of the sacra,rr;ent , '^'hey were also inclined to
believe that it was the temooral judge ra.ther than the church
that s;: ould have jurisdiction in the matrimonial results of
marriage. It was conceded by them that the church should
show from the Scriptiires "which is the lawful contract or
2
the just cause for divorce and so forth". But having done
this the Church had com pleted its task.
Long tiefore the *^hristian Cl^^rch advanced its doctrine
of the "sacrajnent of marria.ge" the ouestion of divorce and
re-marria,ge was under the control of the group. With the
assumption of control by the Church the Christ ia.n emperors
tried to conform to the principles upheld by that institution,
•although the idea tha.t marriage was^ mutual contract existed,
it became exceedingly difficult to view the desire for
dissolution on the contract basis. 111 order to uphold the
1. Lecky
,
op. cit . p. 190
2. Howard, op. cit. p. 413.
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tea.chings of the Church it was the policy of the State to
restrict the grounds on which dissolution might be granted.
Conflicts arose. Tnen individuals could not get
satisfaction from the ecclesiastical courts they began to
appeal to the State. There was constant conflict between the
adherents of the various faiths. Each country.'" waR called
mpon to take its own stand as rta) the rights of the Church
and State in the matter of marriage and the consequences that
issued from marriage. The removal, of marriage from the
jurisdiction of the *^hurch to the State came as an evolution-
ary process. The beginnings of the struggle varied. In
England there were constant controversies between the
religious faiths. One incident which is indicative of the
process is that which occurred in the yeaj: of 1753. The
Roman Catholics were being comoelled to be married in the
Anglican churches by Anglican priests. Naturally there
were contentions between the two. "Finally in 1836 the
Dissenters were permitted to be married in certain specified
chapels of their own faith after complying with certain
regulations and after having a valid ma^rriage performed
1
before a registrar." Little by little such concessions
were made and mar±iage took on a civil nature. In 1857 o
matrimonial cases were removed from the spiritual to the
civil coutts and there was established a. "Court of Divorce
and Matrimonial Causes". This court determined the causes
that justified divorce and dictated the terms on which the
privilege of re-marriage might be given. That many members
1. cf, Lecky, op. cit. p. 173.
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of thi? court still clung to the sacred and religious
conceDtion is evident if notes that the rie:ht of divorce
and re-mejriage was possible only for the few who could
afford it economically.
As it became a civil affair there was a greater tendency
for it to assume the nature of a civil contract. In France
before the Revolution marriage contracts were common.
Because of their nature they were regarded a.s belonging to
the politic .1 order and therefore within the jurisdiction of
a secular power. According to the French Code civil marriage
became obligatory and sufficient. However, if s-^ch persons
also desiced a religious ceremony they were free to enter
upon it after the other had been performed.
Civil marriage was alBo fo^md early in several other ^
countries. The Netherlands were the first on the "Continent
to adopt the principle of civil Tr;arri£;ge. In Italv it wa.s
advocated but was not compulsory. Holland, Belgium, Germany,
arad Switzerland adopted the French principle of requiring the
civil marriage first. In Protestant Scandinavian countries
civil majrriage was allowed for Dissenters, ^ivil marriaige
based on a civil contract naturally reouired the attention
of legal authori-bles for t; e validity of making and dissolving.
In its legal aspects marriage is considered by the
legislators as essentially a civil contract. The State
claims the right to determine the conditions on which it
alone may be redognized. "A civil contract entered into
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by adults would necessarily imply the liberty of divorce
if the two partners- to the contract mutually desirelit."
Thus it would seem that monogamy had received its dee.th
blow^for freedom in the hands of individuals frequently
ends in anarchy.
The State and the legislators feel, howerer, that tier
e
are several things to be considered before granting a
divorce. There are moral, social a,nd political results to
be taken into consideration. There is the c -ild who without
a legal father and mother will not receive the proper super-
vision that is the right of every child. S^ch children
are individual and social problems. The morale of the man
and woman must also be considered. With these and other
complical3ons in mind the legislators are prone to make
divorce "a rare and verv exceptional thing, Growing out 6f
2 ^
some great moral catastrophe."
Divorce by mutual consent seems desirable from a. personal
point of view when divergencies of temper and taste, of
alienated affections and capricious fancies are taken into
consideration. It doesn't take a very keen mind to outwit
the makers of laws and so those who wish divorce and an
opportunity for re-marria.ge simply run away or commit some
other misdemeanor in order to get the reward of divorce and
the privilege of re-marria.ge • "'ith easy divorce and few
1. Lecky, op. cit . p. 190.
3. Ibid., p. 200
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restrictions on re-marriage the state seems to be responsible
for any variation frora the monogamic form.
As was noted above the State considers marriage as a
mutual contract entered into by two free and independent
adults and following the sa.rae reasoning divorce might be
acquired in the same way. Monogamous marriage becorries not
a matter of outer compulsion by the State but a matter of
inner compulsion which maJces it an easier task and a much
more secure proposition •
Our heritage from the past together with our social
thinking which considers the welfare of the individuals in
society act as a check upon easy divorce and re-ma.rriage
.
Monogamous marriage if pop^'lar comes as a reward of choice.
It is this conception of marria.ge by mutual consent which
can be dissolved b^ the same process that is threatening
monogamous marriage, '^uch reasoning is logical but "life
is deeper than logic" anc the ex erience of the race
combined with sociological thinking which looks into the
future makes it difficult for society as a whole to utterly
abandon this firm of marriage even though the State offers
it. It is only the right to freedom that is desired but
when it is available it does not seem so precious.

VALUES TO BZ DEPTVT?:"^ FROM ADHERENCE TO ONE MATE.

VALUE F''^'^ F^^SBATTD AND TTIFE.
Ma,rriage usually results in the birth of offspring.
Therefore, when considering the values that may be derived
from any marriage it is necessaxy to view the union not
only in relation to husband a.nd Tirife but also in relation
to children and society. Aether extrinsic or intrinsic
values are sought depends upon one's philosophy of life.
Many prefer to dirxegard the Ion? look and the altruistic
view-point, and therefore base the decision only on the
extrinsic values derived. Promiscuity and polygajny offer
many extrinsic values which in tlie main are selfish. Racial
advancement, however, is brought about by those who have an
altruistic motive in life. These find full rewrrd for the
present in the satisfaction that sa.crifice will bless those
who are to follow, ^or the husband and wife vmo adhere to
the monoga,:"ic ideal of maxriage there is itiherent valuie in
those practices which for the time being seem only to con-
tribute to their dream, of the organic whole v/hich includes
themselves, their ciildren, and society.
©utside of marriage a state. of infertilityjis an asset
for those who wish to indulge in promiscuous intercourse.
Few married couples wish infecundity to be a chronic con-
dition for there is a joy in seeing self reproduced.
Venereal disease plays a large part in producing a state of
^ Linfecundity . If the monogan'.ous ideal ha.s ruled life
48
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previous to marriage there ir, for the husband and wife
greater sssurance that fecundity exists then if the ideal of
promiscuous intercourse had ruled.
Under the raonogemic system both ti:.e husband Yrife should
be able to start married life without the fear that the results
of previous exoeriences might some day arise end. cause physical
or mental suffering on the part of either.
Over -indulgence in the maiorit3;- of men and -women tends
to lead to impaired health and inefficiency. It is like a
weed grov^ing wuere the finer tnings of personal development
should thrive. In a raonogc.mous relation there is but one
object on which to spend pa^ssion v/ith the result t at it
soon becomes normal and intermittent and tlus over-indulgence
is avoided, -'hen sex does not usurp too great a pla.ce in life
there is an opportunity to meet the responsibilities of
caxing for the mate, the acceotance of which ma.kes for indiv-
iduaJ. development •
Monogamous marriage is not in ill-repute today. It does
not need to be defended. Conformity with th= standards
respected by the sujective self leaves the psychical self
calm, controlled and without the imaginary or real disapproval
of the socia*,l set. It is on'y the mentally and uhysically
strong tha.t are able to deliberately give themselves over to
conduct at variance with the"beliefs held unquest ioningly
since cL ildhood." Wep.ker individj.als are unable to stand alone
against public censure. If, having started, there is a waver-
inbJiiheir prophetic boldness the resulting nervous tensions
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tend to upset physical and mental heslth. Hence under the
present social order permanency in the marrUge rela.t ion is
more cond"'JCive to a sound body and mind than temporariness
.
It hs^ s been suggested that over-indulgence leaves little
time, place, or desire for the finer things which make for
personal develooment and a-chi-^vement . "Marriage is a. state
of mutual training .... training under the most felicitous
conditions where the choice h.-^s been fortunate. It is design-
ed to bring to bear t e constant, penetrating, affirmative
influence that v;omanhood at its best is calculated to exert
1
on ma.n and manhood at its best to exert on woman." The
physical relation becomes spiritualized, '^'o each, religion
,
8.rt,love, and a^chievement have new meaning and new contri-r
but ions for personal life. Each -oartner recognizes the
progress that the mrte is making and gives recognition by
encouragement, a.sRurance, comfort and fidelity. Accompanying
these a.re the daily caresses, endea.ring words, and acts of
tender service which axe necessary for a contented life. There
is an opportunity for th:e devel :)pment of the mental and moral
life, '^he development of t_:ese qualities "refines the passions
which unite the sexes, makes love less dependent on mere ex-
ternal 'dualities, and extends the sympathy between tlie husband
and wife beyond the decline of youth and bea„uty .... By this
Imonogam^ the affections ar^ olaced on but one of tie opposite
sex, and that one is clothed v^-ith the raiments ofjperf ect ion,
1. Adler, F., Marriage ad Divorce , p. 75.
c
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and chivalric loyalty -Decomes the ideal of married life, • ,
The development of 8Ji understanding of the conditions of life,
of enlightenment and idealism, of love and loyslty for the
good of mankind, of an 3:pprecia.tion of childhood, dji6 the
importance of i^rell trained and rightly conditioned offspring
for the promotion of "Wa-e orogress serve to crer?te the highest
1
type of fajfiily."
NQmadic love and affection has little except extrinsic
value. The giving of such love to "every impulse, to es.ch
new-ha.tched
,
unfledged com-oanion means a.n increase of
2
jealousy, more deserted lovers, and more broken hearts."
But in the permanent relation ba.sed on love there is a mutual
surrender of husband and ¥/ife to each other. ITpthing tha.t
can be shared needs to be reserved, for each revers and honors
the gift of the true lover, ^ho has no suc'b gift for another.
Man does not feel that he is an exploiter nor does the woman
feel tha.t she is being robbed. Fewer scars are possible in
monogamous marriage, A per.rianent marria.ye relation ma.kes
possible the giving to t: e fullest and enables the -ivef to
receive a recognition and rosjonse that knows no reservation.
A life lo ig partnership of tiiis sort develoos mutual
responsibility and stability, "Many a. man who ?70uld not live
with a woman on the mere basis of pa.ssion does stay with her
through trial when mariied. The incentives to love, to be
1. Gillette, J.M., The Far.^ily 8nd ^ociety
, p. 77.
2. Royden, M., Sex ^nd Common Sense
,
p. 57.

patient, to forbear, to submit, tojself-control, to un-selfish
devotion and un-selfish living are great n elsewhere. The
toil and sacrifice v/ithin the family are scJDething prodigious
and is of the sort that is necessary to keep the world . going;
And the fact that they a.re taken as a matter of course, and
in the main, uncomplainingly and ungrudgingly carried through
1
is a grea.t item."
'^uch a lifQ^Long communion with the object of love
brings to the old age of each a sense of belonging, of being
wanted, of being truly loved. The loneliness of old age is
thus combatted. Each still depends on the other for neither
has been discarded because of disabilities or the mark of un-
attractiveness
•
VALUE FOR THE ^IFE.
Perhkps there are more values in monogamy for v/oman than
for man. Tq woman comes the burden of child-bearing. When
in this condition the monogamic system is more likely to
afford better economic pr-^tection for the interests are not
divided and there is only one loyalty to provide for. At
such a period of stress the mother needs much care^ lo^e,
sympathy, and attention. She can have this from her mate
knowing that it is shared with no one else.
Under the monogam.ou8 system she has a.n opportunity to
1. Bowne, B. P., The Princroles of Ethics , p. 233.
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holid a more secure position. Probably she has been chosen
for other than her sexual au^ities. This gives her prestige
that ma,kes for security. Man is more or less obliged to
respect her will for there is a recognition that she is a
personality to v;hom certain obligations must be discharged
and to whom certain rights must be given. There is less
likely to be abondonment for petty dislikes to wrich he
does not wish to conform. Monogamy for the woman means a
respect for her personality and a recognition that a high
and fine type of womanhood demands greater respect and reverence.
VALUE FOR THE CHILD,
Probably the greatest gift tha.t parents can give to a
child is a clean, healthy body. If the monogarrous marriage
tends to decrease the spread of venereal disease then monogamous
marriage is valuable for the child. How frequently the child
is the victim of venereal disease because of the short-
sightedness of pa.rents who only think of selfish pleasure.
Not only does venereal disease bring physical suffering but
it also causes abnormal mental and social reactions. Society
is cruel in its comments and children have keen insight into
the slights and jibes of society. Often these prey upon the
mind of the child until the child appe^Cs to be the possessor
of idiosyncrasies. The social responses are scorned and the
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child becomes an outcast or a menane: to the community. For
the sake of sa,ving the child from physical and psychical
abnormalities monogamous marriage should be adhered to.
The right of every child^^nd his need also^ is the
undivided love, care, arid guidance of a father a,nd mother.
Children of a monogamous marria.ge bat,sed on love are more
apt to be the recipients of the co-operating efforts of
a faibher and mother. For the child this co-operation mea.ns
a watchful care over the physical, mental, aad moral needs
so that there is every chance for the development of a
normal personality along the lines that will contribute tbe
most to its individuality. Monogamous marriage brings such
a concentration of attention that the whole environment is
made to contribute the best to the training of the child
which in the aggregate results directly in the progress of
mankind.
VALUE FOP. SOCIETY,
Individuals can make little progress unless society
and the race progress. One is dependent on the other.
Although it seems that the r^onogamous relation has greater
intrinsic value for individuals there are some who refuse to
admit it, but will conform to it because they are convinced
that its results are more advantageous to society.
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by
here venereal disease is present there ere always
children and adults who are dependents. Because of their
physical condition the"' are a menace to the health of society
and must be cared for by society in order to protect the healthy.
The mentally disabled also need Cr?Te. By the disea.se children
are robbed of their pa.rents rnd society must make some provision
for their dependent years. Thus for the sake of society's
health and safety and for the aJ-leviation of the economic
burden monogamous marriage ha^s value.
Husband, wife, children, and society and ultimatel" the
nation profit by monogan^ous marriage. For all there ar? .,
e-^trinsic and intrinsic values. "It offers opportunity to
evolve towards higher standards of thought and conduct. . . .
It offers the best chances of hum.-rn ha^oiness to the indiviual
1
and to the community." Higher standards of thought a.nd con-
duct and the attaimnent of hum^.n happiness are the factors
that contribute to the advancement of society.
1. Chesser ,E .S
. ,
Woman, Marriage and Moibherh-od , p. 30,
cf
FACTORS THAT TEND TO OPPOSE THE M0N0GA5/IC FORM.
€C
INFLUENCE OF INDIVIDUALISM,
"life, liberty, and the pursuit of he.ppiness" was the
offspring of the slogan, "Liberty
,
Equality, and Fraternity."
The latter came at one of the crises in the process of social
evolution. Just as it is difficult to locate the exact
beginning of the process so it is difficult to determine its
ultima.te goal,
Greek history gives the impression that the male members
of society were regarded as having individual worth. It was
expected that each should enjoy certain rights and privilgges.
To protect individual rights and to define them the ^omans
felt the nedd of law, efficient was their work that they
defeated their own end and crushed individuality. The coming
of Jesus gave a new stimulus to the idea of the worth of the
human whether male or female but unfortunately the church
that assumed the responsibility of spreading this gospel of
individual worth used a method that reo_uired the individual
to be an imit^.tor ratiher than "yast—o:^ an originator. During
the Middle Ages, therefore, we find great souls practicing
self-abnegation, self-annihilation. Life for them was follow-
ing with a.n im.pl icit faith and with unquestioning obedience,
"It is hardly too much to say that the typical man of the
Middle Ages was he who most completely effaced his own
personality in order that something greater than himself-
i
S7
church, empire ,monastic order , system of thought , artist ic
principal or what not might be more perfectly realised. It
would have been the greatest pain for such a. man as Bernard
of Clairvaux if he had been praised for what he did as if it
1
were his work and not the divine worker through him."
Under feudalism each man was working for the glorification
of the man just above. There was no freedom except as one
belonged to a group, as he was a member of a family, a race,
a pa.rty, a gild, or a church. But when feudalism made it
possible for groups of individuals to carry on a business
enterprise outside of the cit}'- walls^it took a step toward
its own destruction. These groups learned to govern themselves,
to co-opera.te as individuals. Business interests took them
outside of their own little groups. Their curiosity grew
more intense. There ca^/ie a desire to kn-r^w just for the
sat isf a.ct ion of self, not for the adva.ncement of a. ereat cause.
Individuals began to ask why they should not have joy and
pleasure during life instead of living a life of self-denial
>j3ith only the ho ^e of a future reward.
"If aan were indeed a worthy part of a good universe,
then it could hardly be a sin for him to make the most possible
out of himself and find out all he could about the friendly
2
universe." There was the bondage of the feudal law, of dead
tradition, of the absol ite state, and of the absolute church.
1. Emerton, E. The Beginnings of Modern Europe, p. 463.
2. Ibid. p. 465.
I
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Rousseau put into words the sentiments of the people of his
time when he said, "Man is born free but everywhere he is in
chains." Iqdiv*iduals followed the lead of Rousseau a.nd began
to strive for the realization of individuality. They sought
expression in government, in religion, in Education, in
society. The cause of democracy and individualism plunged
onwardy^ great rapidity. Here rnd there w';re obstacles that
but
delayed^tne ideal and will to attain remained.
For men a fundamental principle of democracy came to be
the right of every human to develop a strong, noble and dis-
tinctive • individuality . ^0 realize this principle it became
evident that a person should be self-supporting, free fa?om
the despotic control of others and able and willing to bear
equal part with others in the social order of v.''-ich all were
members. '
INFLUENCE OF FE!,'!INISM.
Men were either short-sighted or so conceited that they
over-estimated their ability to mair-.tain mastery in life. While
they were preaching doctrines of liberty, equality, and
damocracy they failed to note tha.t their daughters and v/ives
had ears with which to hear, "omen could not understand why
they should be under the despotic control of men; why they
should be deprived of education, the right of compensation for

labor, the right of suffrage, or the right of expression
even though it did not conform to man's idea, of what ?70uld
best advance his cause,
Even itousseau said, "Women axe specially made to please
men. An their education should be relative to men. """o
please them, to be useful to them, to make themselves loved
and honored by them, to bring them up when young, to take
care of them when grown up, to counsel, to console, to make
their live5> agreeable and pleasant - these in all agesliive
been the duties of women, and it is for these duties that
1
they should be educated from infancy."
Under such condit ons as these the Feminist Movement
arose. Mary Wallstonecraf t of England was indignant at
Rousseau's doctrine and expressed her disapproval in her
"Vindication of ti e -^ights of ^'fomen." She a.rgued that if
women were not "educated to be the rational companions of
men, they would inevitably impede their progress both in
knowledge and virtue. It cannot be an indifferent thing that
the education of man in his earliest ar^d most susceptible
years is committed to beings whose minds have been crajnped
and stunted and that the closest companion of his life should
be wholly unfitted to sympathize with his more serious aims,
studies, and occupations. . . . Ejomeiphave at least a right
2
to an education as wide and as liberal as that of men."
1. of. Lecky, W.E .H.
.
Democracv and Liberty
^
Vol. II, p. 505.
2. Ibid .p. 503- 509.
i
To be independent one needs to "be economically secure.
"Beyond q-^estion the romen of the pa.st generations ha.d
enormous economic value. F-irily life, industrial life and the
whole comDlex structure were de endent upon her productive
1
lab5r." She was not, however, ecjnoraically secure, ^he was
the domestic slave of man with little or no economic reward
tha-^ would give her the inner satisfaction that she was a
person with the inherent right of personal development.
INFLUE-CE OF THE INDT'STHIAL REVOLUTION.
A few inventions ushered in the Ind strial Revolution.
Domestic industries that had been carried on in innumerable
farm-houses were removed to the great cities. Labor begaji
to concentrate "in factory towns. Wages were low; women had
more leisure; w-.men's ha.nd-S were as serviceable as men's in
machine operation. Thus it seemed only natural that women
should enter industrial life. This entrance was a lorwa.rd
step which wa„s to result in the transformation of her life.
"Women became regular wage earners and steady co itributors
to the fariiily income and thus the first lono- stride towards
2
economic freedom an:^ independence."
1. cf . Lecky, W.E.H., op. cit . p. 508-509.
2. Cxoodsell
,
W., The Education of '"omien, p. 8.
i
When woman ^egan to achieve ecomonic independence she
began to cheife Under the social and intellectual subordination,
^he was gradually coming into a position where the acquisition
of her rights, privileges, and opportunities for self-develop-
ment was inevitable. Gradually she has won the right to an
education that is oija par with that given to men and now
she is using that education as a profession and as an aid to
attaining a place for herself in society, '-^'here has also
come for her in many places a recognition of her legal tight
as a parent and guardian of her children; also an equal right
and opportunity to dissolve marriage which is not good but
evil in its consequences.
THE EFFECT OF T-'ESE MOVEMENTS ON MONOGAMY.
"The inevitable outcome of the new freedom, education,
and economic ooDortunity of women gives us the problem of the
^ ^ 1
mode n family." Men and women ere spending more years in
trailing for a life work than formerly. During this period
both are learning that the ma,terial comforts that once were
the contribution of a home are now ava,ilable in b3.chelor
apartments or homes for women. Business, prof ess ional, and
social life afford opportunities for contact with the opposite
1. Spencer , A.G. , The Fa^mily and Its Members, p. 7,
iI
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sex.
The maintenance of a home snci the rearing of children
imposes on tlj.e husband and v/ife a greater economic burden
than either had to beer separately. They also curb individual
freedom and the opportunity for self-expression. They
demand that a. hueband s,nd rife s'-itll possess a greater amount
of self-control zmc ;oiF.e, "Woman will no longer stsnd for the
over-powering tyranny of men because she ie now econor^iically
independent and is not obliged to; a,nd that man on his part
will no lonaer stand for the petty tvrannies of woman which
1
render life intolerable." If ^^•^hen marriage is entered the
reci,lity does not measure uo to the dream the tendency is to
say, "I made a misccke, I^nust find a. way out a.nd try again."
The sex urge is still a potent factor in i.he life of
men a.nd 7/omen. Divorce and re-m.a.rria.ge is in ill repute and,
therefore, it is a„n expensive xvay to satisfy the sex urge.
Men and womeri are tryinp' to find an approved way to sa^tisfy
the sex urge outside of monogamous raarricge and its responsi-
bilities. The tendency of the times is to disregard social
disapproval and consider it an enemy to progress and indivivual
liberty. More end more individijals are having moral courage
to se.tisfy the sex urge rega^rdless of the social disapproval
tha.t may arise.
^ome individi-als who believe their strength is sufficient
to withstand the flood of opposition that comes when public
1. Galbraith, A.M., The Familv and the New Democracy , p .360-3B1
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opinion is defied are advocating new methods of attaining sex-
ual satisfaction. They ejrgue that sex life is a."voluntary
union entered into by two free, equal and morally resoonsible
1
persons." Therefore, if free love, corapajiionate marriage , and
birth control are pleasing to them it is their privilege to
enjoy them so long as it does not interfere with the rest of
society.
Free love is "a more or less permsjient sexual relation-
ship between a man and a woman who are actuated only by
affection for each other; who expect to maintain the relationship
as long as this affection is mutual b^t no longer and who do
2
not intend that the relationship shall result in offspring."
Ir|^ther words they a,ccept the platform of the motality which
affirms that "sexual relations exe a personal matter, of no
public concern so long as they represent the mutual desire
of the partners and do not end in the birth of undesired
3
children." ^ch. partners assume the right to determine when
they wish to place their affection elsewhere. Methods of
birth control put into practice enable them to become nomads
of affection. It is not la.sting happiness that they seek
but rather an outlet for uncontrolled emotion. These free,
equal, and morally responsible practitioners of free love
leave no room for monogamy,
1. Ellis, H., Studies in the Psychology of Sex
.
Vol. VI,p. 486.
2. Popemoe
,
P., Modern Marr is-ge ,p .17
3. Popenoe .P
.
,
The Conservation of the Family , P.11,

There is another group of individuals who hold the same
comception concerning the rights a.nd privilgges of individuals
who find in companionate marriage a way out. Lindsey defines
companionate marriage as "legal marriage with legalized birth-
control, and with the right to divorce bp mutual consent for
1
childless couples, usually without ipayment of alimony."
Companionate marriage offers the sa^ne opportunities for sex
and comradeship as does freellove but its additional advantage is
that it conforms to the letter of the law which demands that
there shall be no marital relations outside of marriage. Aside
from the values that have been mentioned this form of marriage
has other values. t It offere : an- opportunity for determining
the suitability of each as a permanent partner. If incom-
patibility results there is the privilege of divorce without
the stigma that usually accompanies divorce and without think-
ing that divorce was granted as a "reward for misbehavior."
Companionate marriage makes possible a more complete development
of individual life than does the single life. It acts as a
stabilizer of emotions. It greatest advantage is tha.t permanent
marriage may result.
To avoid parenthood science has rrade possible the
dissemination of the knowledge of contraceptives. Companionate
marriage is comparatively free from the fear of parenthood
when the present methods of birth-control are pre^cticed which
are estimated to be ninty-nine percent safe. Companionate
1. Lindsey and Evans, Companionate Marriage
^
Preface,
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Marricge makes impossible sjiy stig-ma. th8.t might result from
illegitimacy end assures the child in most cases of 8 better
childhood in that such a child is more likely to be planned
for.
With the birth of the child the parents have committed a
social act and a.re responsible to the State. "Companionate
marriage maJfces it posFible for the State to pl'?ce this
responsibility where it belongs. The illegit im.ate mother and
her child vv'ill be eliminated and will bave greater assurance
of proper care by the husband and father.
For the young, companionate m^axriage points the way to
the full realization of sex without the disgrace that follows
a mis-step. It may also prevent venereal disease.
Long has been the struggle for individual freedom and
personal happiness. Many have felt that t ese rights were
not in monogamous ma.rriag^e. The advocates of the above theories
have advanced feeling that the:^ have discovered the way to
satisfy the sex urge without checking individ' al freedom.
We have previously stf ted that man added to his physi^ral self
a. legal, moral, and p^^chic self. TV; is statement leads us
to a,sk, "Will the universal practice of these t'-eories minister
m.ore nearly to the whole personality as individuals and as a
unit than does monogamous marriage?"

)FACTORS '^HAT FAVOR MONOGAMY.

EDUCATION A'^ AN AID TO YONOOAinT.
The institution of marriage has been greatly effected
by the rise of individualism, democracy, and industrialism.
Many fear that monoga'^y is doomed because of them. On the
contrary optimists see changes occurring which will make
monogamous m.arriage m.ore desirable.
The revolution through which we are now passing seems
volcanic but in reality it is only vigorous enough to stimulate
thought which will be tested a,nd the results put into tl.
e
hands of educcitors to be given out to the piublic .
The emrphasir has been changed. With tr.e introd\-ct ion
of the principle of humanism the physical sciences began to
share their pla.ce v/ith t'e social scie.ices. The H^jmanities
were ta-^ght with the express purpose of improving the in-
dividual life. iiThen the social sciences were empha.sized then
educators began to terch methods of solving human problems.
There is a social spirit back of education today. It
aims to attain happiness for society. The proced~^re advocated
is the removal of the existing evils of society. Perhsos a
perfect social system, or t e realizat ion of the Kingdom of
(jod on earth will result. Practitioners seeing the needs of
humans are stimulated to re^^ove the evils vo-hich inake humanity
suffer.
Education has been responsible foE the inversion of social
thinking into the realm of monop'amous marriage. Sociology is
the social science that is changing the family and making for
66
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the continuance of the monogamous system, will not be the
m.onogamy of yesterday for in the process o" evolution reforms
and adaptations must be ^nsde . Social education is, however,
upholding monogamous marriage.
The part played by sociologT .
Sociology is changing man's viev^-joint concerning woma.n.
He is becoming ccnvinced that she is his ecual in all phases
of life. He is practically forced to admit to himself, at
least
,
that his wife is a partner and nr:t a parasite.
The patriaTchal system under these conditions must dis-
appear and marriae-e must become a co-operative affair.
The constantly increasing number of inventions relieves
the wife of the ho^^sehold tasks for which she may have little
inclination. If she chooses to engage in a ta.sk or profession
for wr.ich she is trained or particularly adapted man mijst
consent. With the iacome thus obtained she will be enabled
to purchase the labor and the materials for the household
necessities which will make it oossible for her to suonly her
husband and children with the physical comforts that the
horr.e is supposed to supply.
^or the continuation of the raonogajnous family t. is new
attitude toward woman is a. factor in its favor. The husband
will find that his wife is not a slave to his uhysical needs
but rather a partner keen, alert, self-respecting, up-to-date,
broad-minded, social and contented.

The child will find in its icother s. companion who is
not so burdened with the routine details of the house that
she has no time to give to the cultural interests and needs
of the child. The mother will not he outgrown for she will
keep alive mentally and therefore will be regarded as one
who knows and understands.
Husband, wife, and child will have mental and social
interests that will make for unity in the family. Greater
satisfaction will be found within the fu-raily and there will
be less need to seek response and new experience elsewhere,
rr. Another problem of sociology is the child. The powers
that be have decreed that a. certain amount of education
shall be compulsory. The education of the children makes for
the education of the parents. Early in school life instructors
succeed in giving the child a knowledge of a host of things
that should be expected of his parents. Hardly any mother or
fatfter is able to entirely disregard the demands and pleadings
of tfee child. It soon becomes evident that parenthood is a
task not for one parent but both if the child is to have the
influences that make for an all-round development. The monogamous
family is the only one that gives any assurance of the un-
divided interest of parents. As the development of the child
comes to have a place of first importance the monogamous
family comes to be a. greater necessity. One cannot be faith-
ful to the claims of huma^nity unless he nuttures the child
through all the years of its prolonged infancy and adolescencie
,
i
6'9
1
as long as it needs counsel and guidance."
Industrial and economic conditions furnish amother
great social problem. These conditions probably affect the
family more than any other. To produce better men and women
living conditions from childhood to and through maturity must
be improved. Living conditions cannot be improved without
sufficient wages. Sufficient income will de^rrease the need
for child; labor and increase the number of years for his
education which means trained guidance into the problems of
life of w: ich parenthood and the family hold no minop place.
Better economic conditions will relieve the tension
under y/hich many husbands and wives now grind out life.
When the grinding is eliminated the tension will be lessened
and the husband and wife will have more time for the enjoy-
ment of the romanticism of marriage which wa.s their anticipation
upon entrance. Its continuance will lessen the desire for
infidelity in sexual relations. The example of such a
relationship between the father and mother wil]|make an
impression that will guide the later expressions of the
offspring when his maturity arrives. Industrial and economic
reforms cannot fail to aad future monogamy,
1, Adler, F., Marriage and Divorce , p. 17,
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The part pla-ved by psychologrv .
For many years science has bedn striving to understa.nd
the stimuli and responses of the physical self, "^oday it
is seeking to understand the psychical self which is so
closely connected with the physical. The science of psychology
ins the subject that is marking possible this understanding
of the psychical self. It is enabling men and women to
understand themselves and others and thereby rendering them
more sympa^thetic with the humanitty of each other. This
knowledge is functioning in the choosing of ma.tes. They
are taJcing a more sane view of the loved one realizing that
no one is the "personification of perfection," From observation
and study they become awajre tha.t a.fter the first lapse of
emotion has subsided the reality of marriage will present
itself. It will be the pleasurable task of each to discover
the "tastes, the ideals,- the attitudes, the labor, the
purposes and the sacrifices of the mate'J in order that harmon-
ious adjustments may be raa.de so tha.t each may play the game
in the spirit of a good sportsman. Psychology will have
taught the good sportsman that for perfect marria.ges, there
are needed perfect men and women. Until we get them marriage
will be an adventure that will be relatively imperfect.
Psychology introduces a study of instincts 8.nd emotions .
It is teaching a new view of sex. Sex is viewed as an aid to
physical and mental growth and well-being. It is not
something to be regarded as ignoble but as matural, beautiful,
I
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and sacred. It is the culminating act of a perfect love
which desires union with the object of love. It is an in-
strument for service and not abuse. It makes for "an
1
interweaving of mind and heart which makes for permanence."
"Married love" is being re-defined. Its new meaning
involves an elimination of the selfish and an elevation of the
altruistic. This higher type of love is "no longer passion
but a refined feeling, deoending chiefly upon mutual sympathy
2
and upon appreciation of mental qualities." Such love
forgets selfish pleasure and loses itself in the task of
comradeship and parenthood. It is not consistent with our
system of si)cial thinking to concentrate on individual and
personal satisfaction to the exclusion of mate and children.
Monogamous marriage supplies the comfort and satisfaction
necessary for the realization of this altruistic love.
The laity are better acquainted with the theories of
inheritance and environment than formerly. Mate-selection
is not wholly based on uncontrolled emotions. Mental
aptitudes and physical characteristics are considered with a
view to giving the offspring a combination that will make for
a normal individual. The mental
,
professional , and social
inclinations of parents determine to a great extent the
type of environment in which the child will be reaxed. The
laws of inheritance and environment tend, therefore, to emphasize
1. Adler, F..Marriage and Divorce , p. 17.
2, Howard, op. cit. Vol. I,p.150.

the wor5tli of monogamous marriage when the mate has been
carefully selected with these points in mind.
The foregoing expositi::n emphasizes the place that
reason is taking in marriage. Marriage in any form^but
particularly :. raonogam'^us marriage. Is ceasing; to be a hit
and miss proposition and is becoming a carefully thought out
program of life. Husband, \ wife equally intelligent individuals,
consider sex, business, professional life, economic problemsj
a.nd social problems as any other of life's propositions.
When a method of procedure has been decided upon conformity
becomes a matter of inner rather than outer complusion,
a matter of the intellect rather than a matter of following
blindly the line of least resistence.
Our educational system is making it possible to know
the psychic selves from which emerge reasoned responses. These
reasoned responses point to monogamy as the ^est method yet
offered for realizing the best in marriage and in the family.
The part plaved by the science of medicine ,
Another branch of le8.-ning that is contributing muc-h to
monogamous marriage is the scienc of medicine, Adams in the
"Health Master" shows the sociological trend that is motivating
the medical profession to make available for the laity such
knowledge as can iDe safely used for social and individual
health and happiness.
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A knowledg'e of the venereal diseases and the misery
they bring is information that the laity is demanding and
receiving. No longer is it possible for medical men to keep
the causes, effects, &p\6. trea.tment a blind secret from the
public. An increasing number of men tend "to postpone their
marriages or put marris.ge definitely behind them until they
are cured " of these diseases. Monogamous marriage seems to
effer the best assurance against sv)ch diseases a.nd their
spread to the innocent
.
The disseminat ioijof the knowledge of contraceptives is
perhaps the most popular contribution of medical science.
It not only removes the fear of the social results of
intercourse but it also makes voluntary parenthood possible.
Voluntary parenthood means greater happiness for all. It rceand
a relief from the economic responsibility incurred by the
presence of children. A child that is wanted and pla,nned for
is sure to have the greater advantage in life.
The use of contraceptives is conducive to greater
happiness for the husband and wife, ^he wife is not called
upon to give all of her strength and energy to child bearing
but is enabled to engage in actiirities outside of the home
which make for her developemtnt 8.nd contentment. There can
be an abandonment of each to the other without any great fear
.that the results wil ' be burdensome. Security in the pj^ysical
union is a basis for the development of a spiritual union.
1. GtQodsell. -W> Problems of. the TamilY. p. 443
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When spiritual unity is present them is little desire for
nomadic love.
The pra,gmatic result .
Marriage of the monogamous type seems to be the form that
in the organic whole works. Only the unmarried and those
unhappily married seem to desire a different form and this
is to be expected of them.
When the welfare of the husband, wife, child, and society
are considered monogamous marria.ge offers the best, "Most
wholesomely constituted people desire and will continue to
desire to have children. They will go on feeling that the
best guardians of children are the parents liiBing together
in a permanent union, ^d when we put a,side the question of
children .... for marriage does not rest on the fact of
procreation .... and still consider only the facts of
personality, a permanent union is still required for develop-
1
ment
We can insitt wilh Keyserling that monogamous marriage
will endure becruse " it ha,s its roots in thesoiritual
life of the race'. Companionate marria.ge and other theories
of ma.rriage have ' no idealism, no stability, no looking- to
the traditions of the past or to the racis future goal. They
seek ^ust sensual satisfaction and sex ensperimentat ion; just
the conforming of existence to twelve hours, with no greater
1. Ellis, Hl, "What is Marria.ge", Forum . Jan.1928.
2. Connolly, V. L. , "The Marriage Crisis ,
"
-Harpers - Vol. LXXXVI-
^To. 4-, Apr. 192B, p ."^1
.
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hori2ai than one day's."
Certain human necessities established monogainous marriage
as a, fact in the world. !Dt will endure because it has sprung
from eternal, time-tested laws and needs. It is based on the
theory tha.t "there is something more in life than for peoDle
2
to be healthy and happy in a primitive animal way."
Monogamous marriage is a spiritual thing that offers
real happiness. It is based on three fundamentals t— "the
responsibility of both parents ;perfect equality, both partners
standing on the asine level; and the promotion of if; ividual
progress." Responsibility, enuality and progress- what greater
satisfactions could human life demand?
1. Connolly, V .L .
,
Ibid, p .341
.

*CONCLUSION
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CO^.ICLUSION
Laws and needs hsve made monogamy a.n ever existent
form of ffia.rrisge. -^Iways a.nd everywhere human beings
ha,ve desired change. This desire ha.s also affected jrhe
institution of raarriege. Evidence of the existence of
this inherent yearning is seen in the present day experi-
mentation with free-love\^^trail and companionate marriage.
These efforts may effect a cha.nge in some of the details
of monogar^ious marriage but funda,ment ally there will. be no
change
•
The social emphasis in education ir contributing to
the SLiccess of monogamous raarri'-ge. It is not only empha-
sizing the importance of the human personality but is
striving to give the laity such a knowledge of the physical
and psychical self that the stiimili and responses will be
so understood and interpreted that all friction will be re-
duced to a minimum. This better understanding of the
nature of human beings will render monogamy more attractive.
Humans are not infallible and therefore there may be
some who will try to maintain the monogamous ideal and fail.
They will seek divorce to relieve the situation. The State
will grant it but will not present with it a. social stigma
for the unfortunate to bear through the re:ainder of life.
In spite of this possible failure, rationalized and
moralized humanity will still insist tha.t socially, physical-
ly and spiritually, monogamous marriage offers the race the
greatest opportunities for individual and social im.prove-
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ment and advancement. To the earnest and thoughtful, who
are still the salt of the earth, this form of [narriage
still offers the means of attaining the best that marital
^ life affords.

*SUMMARY
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SUMliARY
Present day discussions often lead us to believe that
there is a general dissatisfact - on v:ith monogaTious marriage
as it now exists. This dissatisf f?ct on
,
however, is not a.n
indication of the gradual extinction of that form but rather
an evidence of the process of ada.otation to new life con-
ditions. In spite of these changes the monogamic form of
marriage still continues to offer the most satisfying values
to husband, wife, children, and society.
Smong both animals and men the monogamous form of
marriage seems to hsve always been co-existent with other
the
forms. Where narental care is needed unt il raa.turity of the
offspring, there there is s, need O-i more or less perme.nenoy
in the sexual rel.- tions. Some varieties of fish give a
suggestion of this a.s they watch over the eggs. Fa-nily life
among the birds a.nd among the lower and higher mararf:8,ls give
evidences of monogamic relations for longer or sh rter
periods. Although some of the man-like apes are polygamous
others have a tendency toward monogamy. If there is such a
relation a.raong primates it is possible that monogamy may
have been popular among primitive men.
Primitive man discovered that for the "survival of the
species" it was necessary tha.t he maintain a standard of
physical health such as would be conducive to fecundity; the.t
economic co-operation should be practiced within the fa.mily,
and t'.at the rights and privileges of other members of the
family be recognized. The pra.ctice of promiscuity did not
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further thef5e reauirements and thus wes discontinued. For
E ti e polya.ndry pr ved an economic and physical adva.ntege
but its practice was confined to the chiefs, the sorcers,
the priests, and the wealthy. Monogamy has always seemed
to be the practice best suited to the needs of the majority.
No only among tue most primitive and least civilized
peoples is there evidence of monoga.mic practices but also
among the ea.rly peoples such as the Ba„bylonians , the Greeks,
the Romans, the Hebrews, and the early Teutons. Each held
it as an ideal at some time and practiced it with varying
degrees of success.
Although polygamy was not ex-pressly forbidden ih the
Old Testament it was not the ideal. The Levirate marriage
and concubinage were sanctioned only because they offered
a means of fulfilling the purpose of marriage, na.mely, that
of producing a. fajTiily. Va.rio s stories &iid accounts of
marriages with their good or evil results emphasize the ideal
of monogamy. Prophetic discourse shows that the relation
between the *^hosen People and the one "^od was analogous to
the relation of one husband and one wife. There are many
evidences that monogamy was the Old Testa.ment ideaJ.. After
the advent of the ^hristia:: era monogamy was the general
rule
.
The preaching of Jesus strengthened this ideal. His
remarks make it clea^r tiiat vynen the twain become one flesh
the bond is of such a na.ture tha.t only in the extrem.e case,
tha.t of adultery, should the bend be severed.
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To St. Ps.ul marriage was for the purpvose of sa.tisfying
a human craving tha.t to him seeded ignoble to recognize in
view of the great work of spreading the gospel. If the
raarriege relation was entered he then a.dvised tha.t it "be
with tl'e idea of permfinency.
The ^^omon Cafctiolic '-'hurch has always held that marriage
?-as a sacrament and indi ssoluable . However, for those who
have moral courage and are not afraid of anathema a system
of annulments has been devised by v/hich relief from the
marriage bond may be easily obtained.
The early reforners such as Luther, Calvin, and Bucer
felt that n-iarritge was not a. sacrament but a, contract which
ideally should be permanent but if permanence rendered life
intolerabj.e a divorce might be obtained and the privilege
of remarriage granted to the innocent man or wom.an. In gener'
al the Protestant ^hurch upholds the monogamous ideal today.
It does, however, grant the privilege of dissolution if
failure is inevitable.
The long strugg:l9 between the Church and the State has
resulted in making marriage a. civil affair. Being a mutual
contra.ct it would, seem that it could be broken with the
mutual consent of the two persons concerned. The State,
however, does maintain that it has the right to determine
the basis for dissolution and to make the terras on which a
re-ma.rriage can ta,ke ola.ce.
This form of marri/'ge has many values to offer to
husband, wife, childreQj. and society, ^'or the husband ac.nd
wife there is a greater assurance of a state of fecundity.
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It tends to eliminate any phys'cal or mental suffering which
may be d\:e to experiences previous to raa.TTia.ge. There is
lesr- likelihood of over-indulgence which crowds out tre desire
for things v/l^ich make foj personal development end a.chieve-
ment . A mental poise results when there is no conflict with
society's standards and mores. It offers greater affection
and security f-:r old age. It tends to give the ^Aife greater
prestige and respect and makes more certain economic security
in the crises of life.
To the child it. is more likely to bring a birth-right
of mental and physica.1 health. It provides a. fa.ther and
mother who will strive to make t' e environment such that the
growing personality may have every opportunity for develop-
ment .
Monoga^mous ma.rriage is a, positive factor in tr? maintien-
Biice|Df society's health and safety a.nd in the allevia.tion of
the economic burden.
The present alarm over t: e seemingly inevitable change
in the ma,rria?-e form is the result of at lea.st three movements:
Individ^ 'alism
,
Feminism, and the Indvstrial Revolution. Each
have had a share in the birtr of tne new woman v/ith her
economic, intellectual, and professional freedom. These have
ushered in the ideas of free love, c mpanionate marriage, trail
marriage, a.nd birth control -which to some seem a mena.ce to
monogamous marriage.
To combat these destructive tendencies education is
making contributions, ^ociology is bringing to light the
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problems of the new attitude of ¥roma,n, of the child and his
needs, eji: of the economic sjid industrial conditions which
have great influence on the success or failure of monogamous
marriage
.
Psychology is aiding in the under st abiding of the psychic
self ano. its reaction to stimuli. It leads one to tLe con-
clusion that raonoga,my is the best method yet offered for the
realization of th--; best in ma.rriage and the fa.mily.
•'^ven the field of medicine is marking a, contribution. It
is giving the laity information concerning the physical self
which makes for a, better understanding of the physical aspects
of marriage. It is disseminating knowledge concerning venere-
el disea.se and xhe use of contraceptives. These gifts to the
laity will make for happiness in the .-riarriage reis.tion and
thus directly ad-vance the cause of monogamous marriage.
As one takes the Ion look monogamy seem.s to be the form
that Y/orks in the orga.nic whole. It offers the grea.test
benefits and the greatest happiness to tne mates, to the
children and to society. Rationalized and moralized humanity
will still insist that socially, physically, and spiritually,
monogamous marriage offers the ra.ce tLe greatest opoortuni-
ties for individual and social improvement and a.dvancement •
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